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ABSTRACT

The combustion of a freely falling dodecane droplet has been studied experimentally in a droptower-like facility under ambient conditions. A
unique ignition mechanism is used by igniting the droplet in pendant mode and releasing it to fall freely. This unveils a different type of
droplet wake flame behavior which is explored in this study. Initially, the droplet flame transitions from fully enveloped to a wake flame con-
figuration due to forward extinction. The wake flame has similar characteristics as a laminar lifted triple-flame. As the droplet accelerates, the
flame stand-off increases continuously. The change in wake flame topology and intensity occurs in two different regimes corresponding to
different droplet diameters. A new non-dimensional parameter has been derived to account for the local balance between buoyancy and
momentum diffusion that alters the fuel availability. To explain the flame topological evolutions and transitions for different droplet diame-
ters and Reynolds numbers, a theoretical formulation has been proposed based on the momentum diffusion from surrounding due to relative
motion. Further, at very high Reynolds number, flame stretching or shedding regime occurs, causing momentary spikes in flame intensity
due to the interaction with asymmetric vortex shedding induced by the Bernard–Von Karman instability. Interestingly, the flame shedding
height follows the buoyant flickering scaling, even for the momentum-dominant droplet wake flame. Additionally, the circulation build-up
mechanisms are shown to be responsible for the flame shedding events for droplet wake flame at high Reynolds number.
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NOMENCLATURE

Ad Instantaneous line-of-sight droplet area
Af Instantaneous line-of-sight flame area
D Flame width
d Droplet diameter
f Frequency (Hz)
g Acceleration due to gravity
h Flame height
I Flame intensity

_ma Mass flow rate of oxidizer
_mf Mass flow rate of fuel
_Qa Volume flow rate of oxidizer, air
_Qf Volume flow rate of fuel
Re Reynolds number
St Strouhal number

Tair Ambient temperature
TDDvapor Dodecane vapor temperature

DT Temperature difference across the shear layer

v Droplet velocity
va;advection;D Advection velocity of air across shear layer
va;momtDiff ;d Velocity scale associated with momentum diffusion
vbuoyancy;d Natural convection velocity scale

vcore Core velocity of the vapor stream
vDD;diffusion;D Diffusion velocity of dodecane vapor across shear

layer
vf Flow velocity near the flame

vflame Velocity of the flame with respect to ground
vNC Velocity scale of natural convection

Symbols

a Parameter that represents extent of momentum diffusion
b Thermal expansion coefficient
C Circulation
d Flame stand-off distance

qa Density of oxidizer, air
qf Density of fuel
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/ Equivalence ratio
w Non-dimensional parameter with d, g, #
x Vorticity

Da�DD Binary diffusion coefficient of dodecane-air
# Kinematic viscosity
#a Kinematic viscosity of air at 300 K

Abbreviations

BVK Bernard–Von Karman
Re Reynolds Number
Ri Richardson Number

I. INTRODUCTION

Spray combustion is one of the major modes of energy produc-
tion across a multitude of applications ranging from power generation,
basic transportation, to aero propulsion. The combustion of individual
liquid droplet is the building block of the spray combustion phenome-
non. A fundamental understanding of physics involved, like atomiza-
tion, vaporization, flame dynamics, and flow interactions at the
droplet level, will offer deeper insights into the heat and mass transfer
phenomena involved at the subgrid level. These local phenomena gov-
ern global dynamics such as heat release rate, combustion efficiency,
pollutant formation, and different types of instabilities.1 In spray com-
bustion, the local extinction and blow out phenomenon affect combus-
tion efficiency significantly. These local extinction mechanisms occur
after enveloped flame transitions into wake configuration leading to
extinction or blow out. The current study directly addresses such local
extinction or blow-out behavior which will offer insights into the phe-
nomenon especially when wake flame evolution can potentially occur
in different regimes.

In the current study, the wake flame behavior in freely falling
droplet for lower Reynolds number (Re) has been investigated for dif-
ferent droplet diameters. The combustion of moving droplet in wake
configuration has not been studied widely in the literature, especially
when the wake flame stand-off distance is significantly high. A unique
ignition and droplet release mechanism has been used in the experi-
ments to get insight into the aforementioned case. The freely falling
burning droplet generally undergoes different types of phenomena like
flame extinction, lifted flame-like behavior, flame shedding, micro-
explosions, etc., that are discussed hereafter.

Kim et al.2 have studied the liftoff flame behavior in a co-flow jet
experiment by varying initial temperature. The consequent liftoff
height depends on stabilizing the lifted flame edge by the balance
mechanism of local flow velocity and flame propagation speed. The
non-linear relation between liftoff height and jet velocity has an expo-
nent (n) that increases with the initial temperature. This has been
attributed to the differential diffusion that affects the fuel mass fraction
with temperature change. The lifted flame has a tribrachial structure
which exhibits a lean premixed flame branch, a rich premixed flame
branch (both formed because of the stratification of the flow field),
while the third branch is the diffusion flame envelope.3,4 The flame lift-
off height is a function of flow rate and nozzle diameters.
Furthermore, the tribrachial flame stabilization mechanism was found
to be similar to that of stoichiometric premixed flame. In the case of
an attached flame, the width decreases, and height increases with
increase in the flow rate. However, with increased flow rate, the flame

height decreases for a lifted flame, and the flame width increases due
to hydrodynamic laminar jet-like expansion with associated increase
in liftoff.5 The rate of increase in flame liftoff height in non-premixed
lifted flames depends on the triple flame propagation speed.6 The
speed and curvature of triple flame are shown to be a function of
upstream mixture fraction gradient. In an experimental study con-
ducted by Balasubramaniyan et al., the hydrodynamic instability and
blowoff dynamics of a turbulent lean-premixed flame stabilized behind
a cylindrical bluff body has been investigated.7 Different regimes of
flame oscillation and stabilization have been observed depending on
the equivalence ratios (/).

Sapkal has shown that in a non-premixed lifted flame, the liftoff
height increases with increase in dilution of the fuel stream or with
increase in the velocity. The higher intensity of the edge flame helps
the flame to stabilize at higher velocities.8 The characteristics of near-
field lifted laminar triple flames are experimentally and numerically
investigated by Qin et al.9 They showed that the lifted flame behavior
in the near-field exhibits a linear relationship with flow velocity, unlike
the highly non-linear behavior of the lifted flames in the far-field. Kim
et al. have experimentally investigated the extinction characteristics
and flame dynamics of a premixed flame by imparting large variation
in axial velocity, which offers insight into the unsteady behavior near
the flammability limit.10 The lifted jet diffusion flame stabilizes when
local velocity is close to premixed laminar flame speed and does not
exceed 3SL (where SL is flame propagation speed).11 The upstream
velocity is observed to decelerate near the flame as the streamlines
diverge before accelerating behind the flame front. The leading-edge
flame is reported to exhibit triple flame like behavior. The afore-
mentioned conclusions about lifted flame from the literature were
derived predominantly in context of a flame stabilized near the tip of a
burner nozzle or in fully lifted configuration. Besides, these conclu-
sions still hold good for a droplet flame exhibiting similar configura-
tion or behavior.

Researchers have also investigated the effect of external forcing
on the flame shape and heat release. Pandey et al. have shown that in
the case of droplet flame, the flame heat release oscillation exhibits
intrinsic convective length scales (h) that correspond to the frequency
of oscillation (f) through the scaling f �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g=h

p
(where, g is accelera-

tion due to gravity), and the spectral response evolves temporally due
to decreasing droplet size (d).12 The shedding height was shown to be
independent of the excitation frequency and depends only on the
velocity amplitude of forcing. In the case of pool fires and jet flames,
researchers showed that the shedding frequency associated with vortex
roll-up is proportional to

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g=lo

p
, where g is the acceleration due to

gravity, and lo is the characteristic length scale.13–15 The vortex roll-up
mechanism occurs due to buoyancy-induced instability, and these vor-
tices detach when the circulation build-up reaches a critical value caus-
ing flame flickering. Faster the circulation build-up rate, shorter is the
vortex shedding height. The flame shedding and pinch-off events
occur under external excitation because of circulation build-up.

In the case of pendant droplet studies, the filament affects the
droplet combustion by acting as a heat sink, suppressing the evapora-
tion rate and augmenting heat transfer from the flame to droplet.16

Hence, contactless droplet combustion studies like freely falling drop-
lets, levitated droplets, etc., are essential to investigate the fundamental
mechanisms governing spray combustion. Researchers have con-
ducted many experimental studies on freely falling burning droplets.
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Guerrieri et al. have conducted drop-tower experiments for freely fall-
ing droplets in an oxygenated environment using metal nanoparticle-
laden hydrocarbon fuels to investigate the micro-explosion phenome-
non and enhancement of heat release at various particle loading
rates.17,18 Studies have also been conducted to investigate micro-
explosions in freely falling droplets by adding gas-generated
Nitrocellulose particles to the fuel. Makino et al. have studied the igni-
tion and combustion characteristics of a freely falling sodium droplet
of different diameters and velocities.19 Wang et al. have investigated
the combustion of freely falling multicomponent droplets to study the
micro-explosion phenomenon occurring due to the boiling of volatile
component. This increases the overall vaporization rate and heat
release.20 The experiments have been performed by combusting meth-
anol and alkane droplets after collision.21 The air entrapment during
the collision provides heterogeneous nucleation sites causing early
micro-explosion leading to lower droplet lifetime. Law et al. showed
that there is a strong influence of convection (forced/natural/mixed)
on the alkane burning rates.22 Experimental investigation has been
performed to study the characteristics of expansion, ejection, and
micro-explosion through a tubular furnace under different oxygen
concentrations and temperatures for the bio-aviation fuel droplets.23

Further, a new model for micro-explosion under different oxygen con-
centrations is calculated and analyzed. The micro-explosions, internal
ebullitions, and bulk droplet oscillations during the combustion of
nanoparticle laden dodecane droplets have been investigated in pen-
dant mode.24 The heterogeneous nucleation, bubble growth, and
expulsion mechanisms were investigated in detail. Experiments have
also been performed in contactless levitated mode to investigate the
secondary atomization criteria of the nanoparticle laden fuel droplets
using timescale analysis.25 Rao et al. have carried out experimental
investigation to study the bubble dynamics and ligament-mediated
atomization mechanisms during the combustion of multi-component
droplets with significant volatility differential.26 All of the micro-
explosion, breakup phenomenon are essential to determine the droplet
vaporization rate that further affects the heat release rate.

Wu et al. showed the burning rate is smaller in the case of wake
flame. Lower ambient temperature delays the wake to envelope flame
transition along with smaller burning rates.27 Huang et al. did a
numerical study on contactless droplet flame under different gravita-
tional fields. They showed that flame height, mass burning rate,
Grashoff number, and Damkohler number increase with increase in
droplet diameter.28 Wu et al. have numerically derived the extinction
criteria in convective environment for burning fuel particles.29 The
extinction velocity increases with extinction diameter. In a convective
environment, the enhancement of fuel evaporation rate and transport
occurs. However, it has to overcome the heat transport away from the
flame to avoid extinction. Tyurenkova et al. investigated the combus-
tion characteristics of single droplet combustion under microgravity
conditions. The cool flame occurrence after the visible flame extinction
has been investigated. The presence of two flame surfaces correspond-
ing to two reactions is proposed where both the flame surfaces exist at
high temperatures. However, the first reaction ceases to occur in the
low temperature regime, retaining only second flame surface which is
the invisible cool flame responsible for the droplet regression post
extinction of visible flame.30 A combustion model including chain
reaction stages has been analytically investigated. Special transforma-
tion for Schvab Zeldovich model has been employed for the analysis

along with the non-equilibrium model for the final stages of droplet
regression.31 The droplet regression models obtained in these studies
are only applicable in the case of fully enveloped flame. However, as
these reaction models alter the local flame propagation speed, they can
be applied for the analysis of flame stabilization criteria. The non-
equilibrium model is found to be effective for final stages of droplet
regression at radius tending to zero in the case of fully enveloped drop-
let flame. It is not applicable for droplet wake flame.

The burning of spherical droplet in a hot oxidant convective flow
is studied numerically using thin flame theory by Fendell et al.32 The
flame position and surface mass transfer were shown to be a function
of radial position and polar angle. The numerical simulations of flow
over a sphere by Kurose et al. showed that the out flow from a sphere
would reduce the total drag by reducing friction drag and increasing
pressure drag.33 However, the momentum transport at the surface also
contributes to the drag as the tangential momentum is convected by
the radial velocity.34 The circulation inside the droplet decreases in the
presence of outward normal velocity. For the freely falling droplet,
drag initially increases with velocity, but later it decreases with diame-
ter regression, and the maximum velocity is reached when drag balan-
ces the weight.35 As the droplet falls, the burning rate is enhanced by
the convection of the evaporated fuel. The vorticity caused by the shear
stress is convected downstream, which results in the reduction of drag.
Jog et al. incorporated second order equations, which predict increased
interfacial heat and mass transport, lower flame standoff, lower droplet
lifetime, and smaller total drag, leading to asymmetrical vortical flow
inside the droplet.36 The combustion experiments have been con-
ducted by Balakrishnan et al. to investigate the enveloped flame shape
characteristics in a mixed convective environment.37 The experiments
have been done with flow velocity in the same direction as buoyancy
in the first case and in the opposite direction for the other case.
Theoretical predictions for burning rate and flame shape were advo-
cated. All the studies as mentioned earlier predominantly focus on the
lower droplet velocities corresponding to enveloped flame.
Experiments were performed on small 400 and 70lm contactless fuel
droplets having spherical flame both under microgravity and freely
falling configurations.38 Extinction was observed to occur when the
evaporation constant begins to decrease during later stages due to the
reduction in Damkohler number. Additionally, soot formation is
observed to decrease with decrease in initial droplet diameter.

The drop-tower experiments have been conducted with freely
falling burning droplets by Pandey et al.39 for 2.2mm alumina nano-
particle laden dodecane droplets. The effect of nanoparticle concentra-
tion along with hydrodynamic effects on the flame shape, heat release,
and flame stabilization mechanisms has been investigated. The round
jet analogy has been used to estimate the flame shape for the expand-
ing flow around the wake flame stabilized at the rear stagnation point.
The presence of wake flame in rear stagnation point leads to increase
in viscosity of the hot gases, resulting in viscous dissipation of vorticity
and suppression of Bernard–Von Karman (BVK) instability.

In the current study, drop-tower experiments are performed to
study flame dynamics. The main-focus is to explain the different
regimes of flame behavior due to the influence of flow field around a
freely falling burning droplet. It is to be noted that the ignition mecha-
nism used here differs from the previous experimental investigations
in literature wherein the droplet was ignited while it was in motion.
Here, the droplet is ignited at rest and then released to fall freely under
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gravity. So, this study unveils a unique and completely different type
of wake flame behavior exhibited in a freely falling combusting droplet
due to the temporally increasing flow velocity. The initial stages of
flame dynamics discussed in this study can also offer further insights
into the low droplet velocity regime in the literature39 that could not
be investigated due to experimental limitations. This study also tries to
explore the extinction/blow-out phenomena and shedding in a moving
burning droplet. The local transition between premixed and non-
premixed flame structure has also been discussed that will provide
insight into the sooting tendency in spray combustion.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
A. Experimental set-up

The combustion of a freely falling, low vapor pressure fuel drop-
let has been experimentally investigated using a drop-tower set-up
under ambient conditions. The dodecane droplet is suspended at the
junction of two needles that are mounted on a pair of linear solenoid
actuators (each with �5mm travel). The needle tips touch each other
when both the solenoids are not activated. A heater (controlled by a
PID-controller) is mounted on a heavy-duty linear solenoid actuator
with a longer (�40mm) travel distance. The heater tip is aligned with
the junction of the needles with �2mm clearance. The entire set-up is
then mounted on top of a drop-tower, as shown in Fig. 1.

A Photron SA5 HSS high-speed camera (coupled with a combi-
nation of 100mm Tokina macrolens and 36mm extension tube) is
used with a Veritas light source for the shadowgraphy measurements.
Another high-speed camera, Phantom Miro (coupled with 100mm
Tokina macrolens) has been used for flame intensity measurements.
An in-house Arduino circuit is used to trigger, time, and synchronize
all the different components in the system. The pendant droplet is
ignited using a heater coil which is mounted on a heavy-duty linear
solenoid. The heater-coil which is initially in retracted position is
released forward for 600 ms and retracted when the Arduino is trig-
gered. Once the heater retracts fully, both the needles are simulta-
neously retracted, releasing the burning dodecane droplet to fall
freely due to gravity. As the combusting droplet falls, both the cameras
are triggered accordingly for droplet shadowgraphy (at 7000 fps,

1024� 1024 resolution) and flame intensity imaging (at 3800 fps,
1024� 1024 resolution 10 ms exposure) as the droplet passes through
the respective ROI (each of size 4 � 4 cm2). About 12 experimental
runs were performed for each of the different ROIs (region of inter-
ests) located between 10 cm and 30 cm of distance below the needles.
Experiments were performed for different droplet diameters
�(0.8–2.5mm) with the uncertainty in droplet diameter measurement
found to be 60.02mm based on the resolution of data acquisition.
The data acquired across the different ROIs are consolidated and ana-
lyzed qualitatively and quantitatively to draw comprehensive conclu-
sions regarding the flame evolution. It is to be noted that, due to the
spatial orientation of cameras and light source, the fuel vapor trail in
the aft end of the falling droplet scatters the light, which is also cap-
tured in flame imaging. However, due to experimental limitations, to
detect the presence of yellow tip, the colored flame images are cap-
tured using a DSLR camera for a pendant droplet with similar co-flow
as in the drop-tower.

B. Image processing and data analysis of droplet
shape

The acquired droplet grayscale images are converted to binary,
using MATLAB. The instantaneous droplet area and shape descriptors
are extracted from these binary images. The droplet diameter (d) is
evaluated by equating the instantaneous droplet area to that of a circle,
i.e., Ad¼ pd2/4.

C. Flame imaging

High-speed flame imaging enables quantitative measurement of
the flame location, shape, and intensity that qualitatively indicates the
flame heat release. By using the intensity thresholding technique, the
flame intensity is isolated from the background. The flame boundary
is isolated based on a cutoff intensity (I). The pixels (i,) having inten-
sity � I are assigned a binary value of 1, and those with intensity < I
are allocated 0. The resultant binary area comprising of pixels having
value 1 is used to calculate the instantaneous line-of-sight flame area
(Af). The intensities of all the pixels in the actual raw image

FIG. 1. The experimental setup. (a) Drop tower-like facility, with droplet ignition-release mechanism at the top and high-speed cameras mounted at specific height below the
release point. (b) The enlarged depiction of the linear solenoid-actuated ignition mechanism and droplet release arrangement using retraction mechanism. Two high speed
cameras were used for shadowgraphy (with backlighting) and flame imaging. All of the components are synchronized using timing and trigger circuit.
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corresponding to value 1 in this line-of-sight flame image are used to
evaluate the flame intensity or luminosity for each frame.

III. GLOBAL OBSERVATIONS

As the droplet accelerates, the relative velocity of the surrounding
gas phase continuously increases with time. Hence, the temporal varia-
tion of flame dynamics can be cast in terms of Reynolds number
(Re¼ d/#). In the current drop-tower experiments, after the droplet
gets ignited using a heater coil and released, it accelerates under gravity
from rest (see Fig. 1). Usage of this unique ignition mechanism to gen-
erate the freely falling burning droplet enables visualization of different
new types of flame behavior. It also covers the closed tip wake flame
behavior, especially at low Re< 20, which has not been investigated in
the literature.39 In current experiments, the unique ignition

mechanism enables the sustenance of this closed tip wake flame even
at higher Reynolds number which facilitates exploration of detailed
physical insights. Figure 2 (Multimedia view) shows the experimental
images of the freely falling burning droplet at different droplet diame-
ters (d), where the flame is stabilized at the end of the vapor trail in the
droplet wake.

With increasing Reynolds number, the droplet flame is observed
to exhibit various topological evolutions (Fig. 2). Initially, after the
droplet is released, transition occurs from a fully enveloped flame with
a characteristic teardrop shape to a wake flame configuration beyond
Re> 5 due to local extinction at the forward stagnation point. The
flame strain rate exceeds the critical strain rate at the forward stagna-
tion point as the droplet velocity reaches � 0.5m/s. As the droplet
accelerates further, natural convection becomes increasingly less

FIG. 2. Time series of flame imaging for
different droplet diameters (d) of a freely
falling burning droplet (with wake flame):
(a) d < 1:15mm; bð Þd > 1:15mm with
non-oscillating wake flame, and cð Þd
> 1:7mm with oscillating wake flame. All
the scale bars represent 2.5mm. The color
bar represents the flame intensity for the
respective regimes. Note that the luminosity
range is selected specifically for the pur-
pose of showing both the low intensity
vapor trail and the flame shape with high
intensity, leading to saturation at the flame
tip (just for depiction purpose). Multimedia
views: https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0073545.1;
https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0073545.2; https://
doi.org/10.1063/5.0073545.3
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dominant. This causes reduction in the size of the sooty yellow non-
premixed flame tip, in the range 5<Re < 10.39 Consequently, as the
Reynolds number increases further, the wake flame acts similar to a
laminar lifted flame with co-flow, whose stand-off distance or liftoff
height (d) increases with flow velocity, as shown in Fig. 2. From the lit-
erature, it is known that the lifted flame exhibits a tribrachial structure
at the leading-edge.4

The wake flame observed is conjectured to have a tribrachial/tri-
ple flame like structure similar to the lifted flame, as shown in Fig. 2.
In a triple-flame, there is a premixed flame front that tries to propagate
upstream.40 This premixed flame front is leaner on the outer edge on
oxidizer side and is richer on the inner core, i.e., the fuel side. The
equivalence ratio ð/Þ is observed to be varying continuously along the
contour of this premixed flame wing due to stratification of fuel con-
centration. At the fuel-rich premixed flame branch (on the inside), the
excess fuel diffuses further downstream and reacts with the oxidizer at
the / ¼ 1 plane, forming a diffusion flame envelope. This diffusion
flame anchors on the / ¼ 1 plane on the premixed flame wing.3 It is
to be noted that if the inner premixed branch is fuel-rich, then the
flame exhibits the characteristic yellow luminous diffusion tip, as
shown in [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)] (marked as diffusion flame). The excess
fuel near the inner branch diffuses downstream and mixes with the
oxidizer to form the diffusion flame envelope, which exhibits a charac-
teristic yellow color due to higher soot formation tendency. The flame
tip is non-premixed (diffusion) in nature due to fuel-rich zone at the
core. However, when the inlet fuel mixture fraction becomes lean
ð/ < 1Þ, the yellow diffusion tip disappears, as shown in Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b) (marked as premixed flame). This process is hereafter
referred to as the flame transition to fully premixed mode. The higher
concentration gradient across the premixed flame wing will result in
formation of a larger diffusion flame envelope. Hence, better mixing of
the fuel and oxidizer upstream of the flame can also reduce the size of
the yellow sooty flame tip. Similarly, an increase in fuel flow rate will
increase the diffusion flame portion.41

Interestingly, when the droplet is suddenly released, the flame is
not able to follow the droplet closely, causing the wake flame stand-off
distance (d) to increase continuously (see Fig. 2). For Re> 5, increase
in d (� d) leads to decay of heat input rate to the droplet due to
increase in distance from the flame.27 Hence, the fuel concentration
necessary to sustain higher temperatures for the flame to be stabilized
near the rear stagnation zone is no longer maintained. This causes fur-
ther increase in stand-off distance as the droplet accelerates.
Furthermore, the smaller flame is not able to maintain proximity to
the droplet due to the lower fuel consumption rate. The small flame
size is attributed to the lower fuel concentration available for the flame
as a consequence of lower vaporization rate. The lower vaporization
rate can be attributed to the low vapor pressure of the fuel or smaller
droplet diameter.

The vapor field of fuel visible in the experimental images suggests
that the wake flame is stabilized at the end of the fuel vapor trail (pre-
sent aft side of the droplet) and follows the trail as the droplet falls
(Fig. 2). The length of this vapor trail is observed to increase tempo-
rally reflecting the increasing trend of d. This behavior is mainly due
to the continuous increase in relative velocity of the surrounding air,
which pushes the flame away from the droplet, similar to that of a lam-
inar lifted flame with a co-flow.2 It is observed that the droplet velocity
(� 1m/s) is faster than the falling velocity or spatial displacement

velocity of the flame (� 0.3–0.5 m/s). Therefore, it can be inferred that
with respect to the droplet reference frame, the flame exhibits a reced-
ing relative velocity. Moreover, since the flame also has a downward
velocity with respect to the ground, there is an upward motion of the
surrounding air with respect to the flame.

A. Effect of droplet diameter and necessity of new
scaling parameter (w)

The flame behavior is observed to be different for different ranges
of diameters i.e., d < 1:15mm; d > 1:15mm, and d > 1:7mm as
shown in Fig. 2. Interestingly, for same droplet velocity or at the same
time instant after release of the droplet, the flame shape and dynamics
are observed to be different for various droplet diameters, as shown in
Figs. 2 and 3(a). Even though the flame behavior is evolving with
Reynolds number temporally, the droplet diameter affects the course
of evolution of the flame dynamics locally. We hypothesize that the
droplet diameter affects the direction of flame evolution by altering the
local fuel availability through a delicate balance between buoyancy and
the entrainment effects or momentum diffusion, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
This local balance, coupled with the momentum effects of the flow
(Re), will dictate the dynamics of the droplet wake flame. This varia-
tion necessitates a new parameter that dictates the relative dominance
of the buoyancy and momentum diffusion. Hence, a new non-
dimensional parameter is formulated, which is a function of droplet
diameter (d), kinematic viscosity of air (#a), and acceleration due to
gravity (g), as shown in Eqs. (1)–(4). Using dimensional analysis, w is
found to be the ratio of velocity scales associated with buoyancy and
momentum diffusion, which is observed to increase with increase in
droplet diameter (d),

d3=2
ffiffiffi
g
p

#a
� d

ffiffiffiffiffi
gd

p
#a

; (1)

f b;DTð Þ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
bDT

p
; (2)

d
ffiffiffiffiffi
gd

p
#a

� f b;DTð Þ

" #
� w; (3)

w �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gbDTd

p
#a
d

� vbuoyancy;d
va;momtDiff ;d

(4)

�
for flow near the droplet; b � 1

400
K; DT � TDDvapor � Tair½ �K;

Tair � 300K; TDodecane vapor � 500K
�
:

We subsequently classify the flame behavior into different
regimes, as depicted in Fig. 3(a). Since the direction of evolution of the
flame dynamics is determined by non-dimensional parameter (w) and
the temporal evolution is dictated by Reynolds number, a regime map
has been conceived. The Reynolds number (Re) of surrounding air
with respect to the droplet diameter (d) is plotted on the x-axis and
the non-dimensional parameter w on y-axis in the regime map, as
shown in Fig. 3(a). The higher value of w indicates the relative increase
in importance of buoyancy effects. Hence, it can be inferred that for
higher values of w, the tendency to form buoyant flame tip increases.
This is also reflected in the experimental observations as flame
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transitions into yellow tip (diffusion mode) for higher values of w even
at higher velocity scales, as shown in Fig. 3(a).

B. Effect of Reynolds number (Re) on flame dynamics
in different regimes

In Re < 60 range, for all the droplet diameters, the wake flame
exhibits the characteristic luminous yellow tip. The flame intensity is
observed to decrease with increase in Reynolds number. Furthermore,
at lower droplet diameter (d< 1.15mm), i.e., w < 5:5, the flame
intensity decreases further with increase in Reynolds number. The
characteristic yellow diffusion flame changes gradually into a pale blue
premixed counterpart at Re � 72. For Re> 72, the flame width (D)
increases and height (h) decreases similar to the laminar jet flow
behavior [see Fig. 2(a)]. This causes the vapor stream to become
increasingly fuel lean due to air entrainment in the downstream direc-
tion. This flame evolution has been depicted in regime II of Fig. 3(a).

Finally, when sufficient fuel is no longer available at Re� (90 to 100),
the flame starts to decay, leading to extinction.

On the other hand, for d> 1.15mm, i.e., w > 5:5, after an initial
decrease for Re< 60, the flame intensity starts to increase beyond
Re> 60. The characteristic yellow diffusion tip diminishes and the
flame changes gradually into fully premixed pale blue color at
Re�(60–67) due to air entrainment. However, the flame intensity is
observed to increase with further increase in Re, leading to the reap-
pearance of the characteristic yellow diffusion tip at Re � 77 [see Fig.
2(b)]. This transition to yellow diffusion tip at Re � 77 in the regime
w > 5:5 can also be supported by the higher value of w when com-
pared to w > 5:5 regime, suggesting increase in buoyancy effects.
These flame transitions are shown in regime I of Fig. 3(a). Finally,
beyond Re > (110–120), the flame intensity starts to decrease as the
flame extinction occurs. The temporal variation of the flame luminos-
ity for both w > 5:5 and w < 5:5 regimes is shown in Figs. 4(a) and
4(b), respectively. Additionally, in both regimes I and II, the flame
height exhibited small jitter-like high frequency oscillations at the

FIG. 3. (a) The experimental flame config-
uration regime map, non-dimensional
parameter (w) vs Reynolds number (Re).
The flame images are depicted in different
regimes of the flame behavior. All the
scale bars represent 2.5 mm. The color
bar shown at the top represents the flame
intensity for the stretching/shedding
regimes III and IV (enclosed by solid
green rectangle and denoted by †), and
the color bar at the bottom represents the
flame intensity for all the other regimes
(I, II, and extinction) depicted in the plot.
The wake flame topological behavior cor-
responding to w> 9 (d> 1.7 mm) for low
Reynolds number is shown in Multimedia
view. (b) The schematic showing the local
balance between buoyancy and momen-
tum diffusion. vflame represents the falling
velocity of flame with respect to ground
and all the velocities inside the enclosure
are in the reference frame of the flame.
Multimedia view: https://doi.org/10.1063/
5.0073545.4
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flame tip reflected in the time series data [see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. The
schematic depicting the flame transitions and topological evolutions
for regimes I and II is shown in Fig. 5.

However, for higher diameters (d> 1.7mm), i.e., w > 9, the
flame intensity follows a similar trend as w > 5:5 but the flame is
sustained at even higher on Reynolds number due to higher
fuel availability, and the extinction phase is shifted to higher Re
> (200–240). Additionally, flame stretching/puffing phenomena
are observed for Re �(140 to 170) and flame bulk shedding at
around Re � 200 followed by extinction, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and
3(a) regimes III and IV. The droplet wake flow field becomes
asymmetric after a critical timescale with increasing velocities.42

The flame pinch-off events [Fig. 2(c)] are a consequence of the
interaction of flame with Bernard–Von Karman (BVK) instability-
induced asymmetric vortex shedding from the droplet. The vortex-
shedding disturbance has to travel all the way from the droplet
toward the flame. The peaks present in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) repre-
sent the flame pinch-off and bulk shedding events, respectively, for
w > 9. The flame in this regime is observed to possess a signifi-
cantly longer (�10d) luminous sooty yellow portion of the flame,
suggesting that the hot gases accelerate over longer distances along
the flame making the buoyancy effects important in addition to
higher fuel availability. This is also indicated by the large w value
in these regimes III and IV. For all diameter ranges, when the
flame ultimately enters the extinction phase, both the flame height
(h) and width (D) decrease, as shown in Fig. 5 (Multimedia view).

Note that, in all the cases, a significantly large value of stand-off
results in minimal heat flux from the flame and droplet evaporation
rate. Therefore, the droplet diameter remains nearly unchanged and is
considered a constant value at least in the duration of the droplet flight
time for the respective run.

It is also to be noted that the bright yellow diffusion flame tip is
identified when the local intensity of the luminous portion is signifi-
cantly higher than the surrounding pixels in the flame image. To sup-
port this, the colored images show the luminous bright tip to have
characteristic yellow color, suggesting the presence of a sooty fuel rich
diffusion flame, as shown in Fig. 5 (�).

IV. DYNAMICS OF WAKE FLAME FOR Re< 120
A. Wake flame dynamics and flame shape for w < 5:5

For w < 5:5 (regime II), due to smaller droplet diameter, a
smaller flame is formed that exhibits lower fuel consumption rate.
From the flame imaging, the edge-flame for w > 5:5 is observed to be
almost four times more intense than w < 5:5. This also indicates
higher fuel consumption rate for w > 5:5 flames, which can be stabi-
lized at higher flow velocities7 and can follow the droplet closely. Hence
for w < 5:5, the flame stand-off (d) continuously increases with
increase in Reynolds number at a higher rate compared to w > 5:5 as
shown in Figs. 6 and 7(a). This increase in stand-off distance (d) can
lead to the dilution of the fuel stream. Continuous dilution of the fuel
stream causes the transition from characteristic yellow diffusion flame

FIG. 4. The flame luminosity is plotted against Reynolds number (Re) for different regimes exhibiting different flame behaviors. (a) w > 5:5, (b) w < 5:5, (c) w > 9—flame
stretching, and (d) w > 9—flame bulk shedding. All the scale bars represent 2.5 mm. In subfigures (c) and (d), the flame shedding/stretching images are embedded and are
denoted by the symbol †. The flame shedding height (h) for each case is indicated using double-arrow for regimes III and IV. The details of flame response frequency (f flame)
due to interaction with Bernard–Von Karman (BVK) induced vortices and the calculated value of BVK vortex shedding frequency (f BVK ) based on Reynolds number for corre-
sponding runs have been shown in box for regimes III and IV.
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to a pale blue premixed flame at Re � 70, as depicted in Fig. 5. The
higher rate of increase in d with increase in Reynolds number implies a
lower downward velocity of the flame. This results in lower relative
velocity of the surrounding oxidizer with respect to the flame. Hence,
the dilution effect of the jet expansion dominates, resulting in the mix-
ture becoming progressively leaner with increase in d. Consequently,
the flame intensity decreases temporally [see Fig. 2(a)].

During the flame transition to pale blue color when the excess
fuel in the inner core of the flame is depleted, the yellow diffusion
flame tip will disappear. It is reasonable to assume that the complete
depletion of excess fuel in inner core occurs when the local equivalence
ratio ð/Þ near the flame becomes / < 1. After this stage, as shown in
Fig. 6(b), hydrodynamic laminar jet-like flow occurs where momen-
tum diffuses, and the jet expands with axial propagation of the flow.5

This behavior is reflected in the flame shape as well, i.e., the flame
height (h) decreases, and flame width (D) increases with increase in d,
as depicted in Fig. 5.

B. Wake flame dynamics and flame shape for w > 5:5

The continuous increase in flame stand-off distance (d) is sup-
posed to render the mixture fuel-lean, resulting in a decrease in flame

intensity. On the contrary, the opposite is observed to occur in regime
I (w > 5:5), i.e., flame intensity starts to increase beyond Re> 60, as
shown in Fig. 5. This suggests that there is some mechanism through
which the fuel flow rate is enhanced beyond Re> 60, which makes the
mixture fuel rich, thereby enhancing the flame intensity [see Fig. 2(b)].
It is to be noted that when the local equivalence ratio ð/Þ near the
flame increases beyond / > 1, the inner core becomes fuel rich due to
excess fuel, and hence the pale blue flame transitions into a character-
istic yellow diffusion flame. Even though the fuel stream already has
undergone air entrainment, the addition of excess fuel to the mixture
compensates for the dilution effect, resulting in yellow diffusion tip.
The excess fuel in the inner fuel-rich wing (/ > 1) diffuses down-
stream to form a diffusion flame front [see Fig. 6(e)]. The increase in
fuel flow rate into the flame is responsible for the increase in diffusion
flame tip.41

Increase in fuel flow rate is caused by momentum diffusion from
the surrounding air due to its relative motion with respect to the flame
and fuel vapor field. The extent of momentum diffusion due to viscous
effects becomes dominant as a result of the velocity gradient in order
to reduce the relative velocity between the fluid layers. In other words,
more the velocity gradient, higher the extent of momentum diffusion.
As shown in Fig. 6, the flame size is larger in the case of w > 5:5 (i.e.,

FIG. 5. The pictorial representation of the flame dynamics and characteristics at different non-dimensional parameter ðwÞ and Reynolds number (Re). Here, d represents drop-
let diameter, D represents flame width, d represents flame stand-off distance from droplet, and h represents flame height. Regimes I and II in the range Re< 110 show differ-
ent flame topological transitions. For w > 9, flame stretching and shedding occur at Re> 120 and Re> 200, respectively. The colored flame images in each regime (denoted
by �) are the DSLR images showing the yellow tip taken in pendant mode with co-flow. Multimedia view: https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0073545.5
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d > 1.15mm) because of the higher fuel availability corresponding to
the larger droplet surface. As a result, the stand-off distance (d) is
shorter due to the faster fuel consumption rate for larger w when com-
pared to w < 5:5; see Figs. 6 and 7(a). This is also reflected in the

more intense edge flame for regime I (w > 5:5) as consequence of
higher fuel consumption rate. In both regimes I and II, d increases
with Re. The faster rate of increase in d implies that the actual down-
ward velocity of the flame is lower. This is also evident from

FIG. 6. The schematic of the mechanism of the flame dynamics for different non-dimensional parameter ðwÞ with increase in Reynolds number (Re). The wake flame has
been depicted at three different Re, i.e., three different vertical locations of droplet corresponding to both cases w < 5:5 and w > 5:5 (both at same vertical locations) on left
side and right side of the central vertical dotted line, respectively. Here, d represents flame stand-off distance from droplet, v represents flow velocity, Re is Reynolds number,
and w is non-dimensional parameter. SA is surface area and HR is heat release. The colored flame images in each case (denoted by �) are the DSLR images showing the yel-
low tip taken in pendant mode with co-flow. [(a) and (c)] The momentum diffusion of air into the fuel vapor stream. (b) Hydrodynamic laminar jet like behavior for w < 5:5: (d)
Depiction of net increase in the vapor flow rate of fuel and the flame shape reorientation to compensate for higher flow velocity at the periphery. SL is local flame propagation
speed. (e) The schematic of a tribrachial flame or triple flame showing the fuel-lean and rich ends of premixed flame and the diffusion flame envelope. (Note that all the veloci-
ties shown in subfigures are in the reference frame of the flame.)

FIG. 7. (a) Plot showing change of nor-
malized flame stand-off (d/d) against
Reynolds number (Re). (b) The schematic
showing different dimensions of the wake
flame in the apt side of freely falling drop-
let. Here, m and c1 are constants of gen-
eralized line equation, d represents
droplet diameter, D represents flame
width, d represents flame stand-off dis-
tance from droplet, h represents flame
height, and v and vflame represent the fall-
ing velocity of the droplet and flame
respectively with respect to ground. The
error bars represent the standard error.
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experiments that for w < 5:5, the flame exhibits a significantly lower
downward velocity of descent (< 0.3m/s) when compared to w > 5:5
(� 0.5m/s), as shown in Figs. 6 and 7(a). This implies that the relative
flow velocity of the surrounding oxidizer with respect to the flame is
faster in the case of w > 5:5.

It is reasonable to assume that the velocity in the core of the fuel
stream is primarily due to buoyancy and diffusion for both regimes I
and II (� 0.1–0.2 m/s), excluding the surrounding relative flow effects.
The velocity gradient is significantly higher in the case of w > 5:5
(regime I) when compared to w < 5:5 (regime II) as shown in Figs.
6(c) and 6(a). Hence, the extent of momentum diffusion is more for
w > 5:5 compared to regime II, resulting in higher vapor velocity,
which increases the net fuel vapor flow rate into the flame, as depicted
in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d). This phenomenon can explain the existence of a
higher amount of fuel beyond Re> 60, which leads to an increase in
flame intensity in regime I (w > 5:5Þ.

The effect of species diffusion is relatively insignificant as
#a > Da�DD by one order and hence is neglected for simplicity in
scaling analysis. The data also indicate reorientation of the flame shape
around Re� 70, as shown in Fig. 6(d). At Re� 70, the local outer flow
velocity with respect to flame (� 0.5m/s) is relatively higher than the
flame propagation speed �(0.4m/s) for leaner mixture at the periph-
ery.43 Hence, the flame shape and its orientation are self-adjusted to
remain stabilized which further suggests the increase in local flow
velocity in the vapor stream due to momentum diffusion. This re-
adjustment is achieved in such a way that the normal component of
fuel flow to the flame surface will balance the local flame propagation
speed,8 as shown in Fig. 6(d).

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Estimation of transition between premixed
and diffusion flame using equivalence ratio (/)

So far, it has been established that the wake flame dynamics are
predominantly influenced by the fuel flow rate variation modulated by
momentum diffusion due to the relative motion of the surrounding
oxidizer and the dilution effect. The value of equivalence ratio ð/Þ
needs to be evaluated to quantitatively estimate when the flame transi-
tions to/from the diffusion flame using a theoretical formulation. The
schematic of the dimensions that describe the flame shape, position,
and velocity are shown in Fig. 7(b). In order to calculate the equiva-
lence ratio /ð Þ; the mass flow rate of fuel ð _mf Þ and oxidizer ð _maÞ
should be estimated, which is given as

/ ¼
_mf

_ma
¼

qf
_Qf

qa
_Qa

; (5)

where _Qf ; _Qa and qf ;qa are the flow rates and densities of fuel and
air, respectively.

_Qa can be estimated by adding up the air entrainment into the
fuel stream for overall length dþ h½ �. This is computed based on the
radially inward velocity, which comprises of va;advection;D and va; diffusion;D
scaled as follows:

va; advection;D � v
D
d
; (6)

va; diffusion;D �
D

D
; (7)

where v is the axial velocity scale of air due to droplet motion. The
average value dþD

2 is used for computing _Qa which is given by the fol-
lowing equation:

_Qa � p
d þ D
2

� �
dþ h½ � va;advection;D þ va; diffusion;Dð Þ: (8)

The estimation of _Qf should include the effect of momentum diffusion
from the surrounding air, which depends on the velocity gradient.
Enhanced momentum diffusion occurs when the difference between
the velocity of fuel stream and air with respect to the flame is large,
which results in increase in vapor mixture velocity, leading to the over-
all increase in _Qf , as shown in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d). This effect can be
incorporated using the following equation:

vvapor;avg �
a vflameþvcore

aþ 1
; (9)

where the parameter a � vflame
vcore

represents the extent of momentum
diffusion into the fuel stream from the relative motion of the oxidizer.
vflame is the velocity with which the flame moves with respect to
ground which is equal to the relative velocity of the airflow imposed
on the flame. vcore is the velocity at the core of the fuel stream, which is
driven by the buoyancy and diffusion that can be scaled as shown in
the following equation:

vcore � vbuoyancy;dþvDD;diffusion;dð Þ; (10)

where both vDD;buoyancy;d and vDD;diffusion;d are estimated using droplet
diameter as the length scale. Thus, using this velocity scale of the fuel
stream, the net fuel flow rate is estimated as

_Qf � k1
pD2

4
vvapor;avg

� �
; (11)

where k1 is constant. Finally, the equivalence ratio can be estimated
by substituting Eqs. (6)–(11) in Eq. (5). The results are shown in the
Fig. 8, where the equivalence ratio ð/Þ is plotted against Reynolds
number (Re).

FIG. 8. Equivalence ratio (/) is plotted against Reynolds number (Re) for regimes I
and II. The flame images for corresponding regimes are indicated in the plot. The
error bars represent the standard error.
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In Fig. 8, there is a clear decreasing trend of / with Reynolds
number for w < 5:5 (regime II). Interestingly, the value of / falls
below 1 around Re � 68. This suggests that excess fuel present during
Re< 68 got depleted, resulting in the disappearance of the characteris-
tic yellow diffusion flame tip. Beyond Re> 68, the flame changes into
pale blue color, suggesting no soot formation, complete combustion,
and premixedness. On the other hand, in regime I (w > 5:5), first
decreasing and subsequent increasing trend of / is observed from
Fig. 8. The value of / is initially greater than 1, before sliding below 1
around Re> 60. However, it starts to increase subsequently, crossing
/ > 1 around Re> 79. This suggests that the initial characteristic yel-
low diffusion flame tip should disappear around Re> 60, transitioning
to completely premixed flame, and the yellow tip should reappear
beyond Re> 79. Both these predictions based on /, regarding the
transition between diffusion flame and complete premixed flame, are
in good agreement with the experimental observations with less than
610% uncertainty, as depicted in Figs. 8 and 5. All the trends observed
have been properly captured by the theoretical formulation explaining
the flame dynamics qualitatively and quantitatively for both the
regimes I and II. For significantly higher droplet diameters, i.e., for
w > 9 (regimes III and IV), the transition between completely pre-
mixed to diffusion flame is observed similar to w > 5:5 i.e., regime I
[see Fig. 3(a)]. Moreover, for Re< (130–150), the proposed theoretical
formulation agrees with experiments in this w > 9 regime as well.

B. Wake flame oscillations at high Reynolds number
(Re> 130)

1. Vortex shedding in droplet wake

At higher Re > (130–150), the onset of asymmetric detachment
of vortices in the droplet wake has been observed. It is specifically
noted that since the flame is located in the wake, at a distance of more
than 10 times the droplet diameter, the temperature is not high
enough near the droplet surface. Low temperature leads to lower value
of kinematic viscosity in the wake leading to reduced viscous dissipa-
tion of vorticity. In the vorticity transport equation [Eq. (12)], the first
term on the right-hand side represents vortex stretching which can
have a non-zero value because of BVK instability. The second term is
the gas expansion term which will not have a significant value due to
the incompressible flow assumption at low temperature and for the
present range of Reynolds number. The third term is the vorticity gen-
eration term due to the baroclinic torque, which arises due to the den-
sity gradient near the shear layer. The last term, which accounts for
the viscous effects, has a relatively low value when compared to the
other terms due to lower temperature.39 All the terms cumulatively
indicate the presence of a significant non-zero value of vorticity pre-
sent in the wake of the droplet, which is responsible for the afore-
mentioned asymmetric vortex detachment at high Reynolds number,

Dx
Dt
¼ x 	 rð Þv � x r 	 vð Þ þ rq�rp

q2
þ #r2x: (12)

The temperature in the wake of the droplet is assumed to be around
the wet-bulb temperature of dodecane.

These vortices have to travel all the way from the droplet and
interact with the wake flame, as depicted in Fig. 9(a). It is known that
the frequency of alternate shedding of Von Karman vortex street
induced by BVK instability can be estimated using Strouhal number,

St � f Reð Þ:44 Hence, the vortex shedding frequency can be calculated
using the relation fBVK � St ðv=dÞ: The wake flame response fre-
quency is experimentally observed to be equal to half of BVK vortex
shedding frequency (fBVK ) and is within 6(2–4)% of uncertainty, as
shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) (boxed information) for the correspond-
ing experimental runs. Hence, it can be concluded that the vortex
shedding in the wake is induced by the BVK instability. The wake
flame is observed to respond each time as it encounters these vortices
i.e., half cycle of BVK shedding. During the interaction between afore-
mentioned vortex and wake flame, a secondary vortex shedding event
occurs at the flame [see Fig. 9(a)]. The flame stretching/pinch-off or
bulk shedding events occur depending on the strength of these vortices
which depends on the velocity scale (Re). The vapor trail emanating
from the droplet offers qualitative insights into the flow features
behind the droplet. The Von Karman vortex street like behavior of the
wake is reflected in the deformation of the vapor trail as shown in Figs.
9(a) and 9(b). Each inflexion point in the vapor trail can be surmised
to be the location where each vortex eye of the vortex street is located.
These vortices travel downstream, and the wake flame is observed to
interact with each of the vortex centers along its way upstream, thereby
undergoing stretching/shedding. These puffing/shedding events are
reflected in the momentary spikes in flame intensity [see Figs. 4(c)
and 4(d)].

The entire phenomenon of droplet wake flame interaction at
high Reynolds number (Re) is observed to exhibit two types of vortex
shedding. One is due to BVK instability at high Reynolds number that
occurs both with and without the presence of wake flame, which is just
a flow phenomenon. However, only in the presence of wake flame,
these Bernard–Von Karman (BVK) induced vortices interact with the
wake flame, resulting in secondary vortex shedding due to circulation
build-up along the flame length. This ultimately results in rigorous
flame puffing/stretching or pinch-off/shedding events. The flame puff-
ing/shedding events only occur at high Reynolds number where wake
is characterized by the BVK vortex street and do not occur at lower
Reynolds number (Re) when the droplet wake is non-oscillating.
However, even at high Reynolds number, the BVK vortex shedding
would not occur if the wake flame is located near the droplet at the
rear stagnation point.39 The higher wake temperature leads to dissipa-
tion of vorticity [dominance of last term in Eq. (12)]. Hence, the flame
will be relatively quiescent in the absence of incoming BVK vortices.

2. Effect of BVK vortex shedding and correlation
with flame shedding height

Experimental observations show that, in the range Re
�(150–170) i.e., regime III, the flame starts to stretch, finally leading
to pinch-off [Fig. 2(c)]. In regime IV (Re> 200), the flame undergoes
violent bulk shedding (Fig. 9), followed by extinction phase due to
rapid fuel consumption. All these phenomena can be seen in the
w > 9 regime of Fig. 3(a) but not for w > 5:5 as the flame is sustained
till higher Re> 120 for w > 9, thus delaying extinction due to the
higher fuel availability. These puffing/stretching or shedding events
lead to substantial increase in the flame size, especially the luminous
yellow portion, which account for this momentary increase in flame
intensity as shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). The wake flame responds at
half the BVK vortex shedding frequency [see Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)
(boxed information)] as it interacts with each vortex (half cycle) on
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either side of vortex street, as shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(c). While
the wake flame responds to these vortices, i.e., external forcing, the
buoyancy-induced circulation build-up occurs along the flame, fol-
lowed by detachment of these vortices from the flame, resulting in
flame shedding events.

The flame shedding due to buoyancy-induced vortex roll-up is
characterized using the shedding height (h). Kinematic formulation by
Cetegen et al. estimated13 the scaling for flame puffing/shedding fre-
quency (fshedding) in the case of pool fires and plumes as shown in Eq.
(13) in terms of Richardson number (Ri) number,

fflame ¼ k

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
g
Do

r
1þ 1

Ri

� �1=2

� 1ffiffiffiffiffi
Ri
p

" #�1
; (13)

where constant k depends on densities of gases and Do is the nozzle
diameter.

The wake flame for higher Reynolds number for the w > 9
regime is observed to have a significantly large diffusion flame enve-
lope that arises from the / ¼ 1 point as shown in Fig. 6(e).
Additionally, a larger value of w suggests that the buoyancy effects are
significant corresponding to high Richardson number limit. Flame
shedding occurs when the buoyant flame interacts with external forc-
ing and shedding height (h) is the associated convective length scale.12

Thus, the shedding height (h) is the unique characteristic length scale
correlated with flame response frequency. Using the relation in Eq.
(13) for large Richardson number limit (Ri� 1), the following simpli-
fied relation is obtained for flame shedding frequency:

f flame �
ffiffiffi
g
h

r
(14)

Under external forcing due to BVK induced vortex shedding, the wake
flame responds while interacting with the vortices, leading to flame

FIG. 9. (a) Schematic representation of Bernard–Von Karman (BVK) vortex interaction with the wake flame at high Re � 200 for w > 9. The red circles indicate the circulation
build-up of the BVK vortex center that is interacting with the flame. The two types of vortex-shedding phenomena, BVK-induced and buoyancy-induced shedding, are depicted.
The velocity scales and material contour at the flame shear layer are shown in top right corner. k represents the single cycle of Von Karman vortex shedding, and Dh indicates
shedding height and ŝ represents the contour. vf represents flow velocity on the flame side, vNC represents buoyant natural convection velocity scale, and va represents the rel-
ative velocity of air. (b) The time series of Von Karman vortex street like behavior of the vapor trail and (c) the time series of flame interaction with the vortices causing flame
puffing/shedding events in a freely falling burning droplet in regimes III and IV. The Karman vortex street is depicted overlaying the images for reference. The location of vor-
tex–flame interaction is highlighted using red colored circle. The color bar indicates the intensity in the respective images. All the scale bars represent 2 mm. Multimedia view:
https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0073545.6
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shedding. Hence, the flame response frequency (f flame) is only depen-
dent on the BVK vortex shedding phenomenon. However, the local
flame oscillation characteristics are governed by the buoyancy-induced
vortex shedding near the flame, coupled with the incoming BVK vorti-
ces. Using Eq. (14), the shedding height (h) associated with flame
oscillation at the flame response frequency can be estimated even for
the droplet wake flame. Figure 10(a) shows the experimentally
observed shedding heights (h) plotted against their corresponding
flame oscillation frequency (f flame). The scaling offered by Eq. (14) is
represented as a solid blue line and is observed to be in very good
agreement with the experimental data within 610%–12% of uncer-
tainty, as shown in Fig. 10(a). Hence, the wake flame shedding
mechanism due to the interaction of the flame with vortex street at
high Reynolds number can be explained using the scaling pre-
sented in Eq. (14). It shows that a unique correlation exists
between the local buoyancy-induced vortex detachment height
along the flame (h) and the frequency/timescale of the flame
response governed by the BVK vortex frequency. In other words,
in the presence of droplet wake flame at high Re, the momentum-
dominated BVK vortices will translate into the local buoyancy-
induced vortex detachment phenomenon near the flame causing
flame shedding. It is interesting to note that flame shedding sur-
prisingly turns out to be predominantly buoyancy-driven follow-
ing the same scaling as buoyant flame flickering [see Fig. 10(a)]
even though the momentum-dominated vortex street triggered it.

The effect of flow velocity around the flame on the flame shed-
ding has to be analyzed. From the experiments, the shedding height of
the flame is observed to have a decreasing trend with the increase in
Reynolds number, as shown in Fig. 10(b). This can be explained using
vortex roll-up and critical circulation mechanism where the disturban-
ces get aggravated due to buoyancy-induced instability at the flame,
while the vortices interact with the flame. The vortex roll-up leads to
the accumulation of circulation inside the system, as shown in Fig.
9(a) which has to be theoretically estimated. Using a similar approach
as Xia et al. using vorticity transport Eq. (12) near the flame,15 the cir-
culation build-up equation can be determined, given by Eq. (15). In
the RHS of Eq. (12), the first term can be neglected since flow can be

considered non-swirling, axisymmetric near the flame, and the second
term is negligible due to incompressible assumption. The last term in
Eq. (12) represents the vorticity-dissipation term which can be
neglected compared to the baroclinic term (third term) due to high
temperature of at the flame.12 Thus, obtaining Eq. (15), the temporal
variation of circulation is found out to be the combination of gravity
generated vorticity term and the initial circulation strength fed into
the flame by the virtue of initial velocity scale before the interaction,

dC
dt
¼ qag

1
qa
� 1

qf

 !
Dhþ dCinitial

dt
: (15)

The initial velocity scale across the shear layer is considered, as shown
in the top right corner of Fig. 9(a). Substituting these initial velocity
scales in initial circulation term [as shown in Eq. (16)] of Eq. (15) gives
Eq. (17). It is to be noted that the initial velocity scales are considered
in the reference frame of the flame,

dCinitial

dt
¼ vflameð Þ2 � vNC þ vf

	 
2; (16)

dC
dt
¼ qag

1
qa
� 1

qf

 !
Dhþ vflameð Þ2 � vNC þ vf

	 
2: (17)

The vortices roll-up along the flame and detach, resulting in flame
shedding when the circulation build-up reaches a critical value.
Equation (17) has to be integrated over a shedding cycle using the

same scaling tshedding �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h=g

p� �
to ascertain the critical circulation.

However, the value of vf (flow velocity on the flame side) cannot be

found accurately due to experimental limitations. Nevertheless,
Eq. (17) can be used to characterize the flame shedding phenomenon.

The first term in Eq. (17) is totally buoyancy-driven and hence
will remain unchanged even with change in surrounding velocity or
initial velocity conditions. However, the second term is a direct func-
tion of relative velocity of surrounding air with respect to flame
(vflame). The third term is a function of vNC (buoyant velocity scale for
natural convection) and vf (flow velocity on the flame side). vNC is

FIG. 10. (a) Plot of shedding frequency (f Þ against shedding height (h)—points correspond to experimental data and blue line correspond to the theoretical scaling; (b) plot
showing the experimentally observed decreasing trend of pinch-off/shedding height (h) with increasing Reynolds number as predicted by circulation build-up mechanism. The
error bars represent the standard error.
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independent of initial velocity conditions, but the flow velocity at the
flame (vf ) will depend on vvapor which is a function of vflame[see Eq.
(9)]. However, in this regime (w > 9), since the flame is buoyancy
dominant due to high Ri� 1 that results in the higher value of vcore,
the influence of vflame on vvapor will be minimal [smaller value of a in
Eq. (9)] as the velocity gradient across shear layer will be relatively less.
This is also reflected by the high value of w in this regime that indi-
cates the relative dominance of the buoyancy and minimal effect of
momentum diffusion or entrainment on the inner flow. This makes vf
less sensitive to the surrounding velocity (vflame) or the initial velocity
conditions in this regime. Hence, in Eq. (17), the second term ðvflameÞ

2

will be more sensitive to the initial velocity conditions or surrounding
velocity when compared to the third term ðvNC þ vf Þ

2 which has rela-
tively weaker dependence on the surrounding velocity (vflame). This
implies that with increase in Reynolds number of the surrounding
flow, i.e., the initial velocity scale, the second term in Eq. (17) will
increase more when compared to third term. Hence, the LHS, i.e., the
net rate of circulation build-up, will increase with Reynolds number.

Hence, it has been established that at higher Reynolds number,
circulation build-up in the system will be faster due to the initial veloc-
ity scale. When this circulation build-up reaches a critical value, the
flame shedding occurs. Thus, for high Reynolds number, the critical
circulation is reached faster over a shorter shedding height, as shown
in Fig. 10(b). This can be observed from Fig. 4 (†), [Figs. 2(c) and 9]
which illustrates that the shedding height is shorter for regime IV,
with higher Reynolds number (Re> 200) compared to regime III (Re
� 150–170). Thus, we can infer that the circulation build-up mecha-
nism indicated by Eq. (17) agrees with the decreasing trend of shed-
ding height (h) with increase in Reynolds number, which is observed
experimentally [see Fig. 10(b)]. Hence, the vortex roll-up and circula-
tion build-up mechanism is applicable for the flame shedding events
in the droplet wake flame at high Reynolds number even when the
flame shedding is a consequence of the momentum induced
Bernard–Von Karman vortex shedding.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The wake flame dynamics has been studied in the current study
for a freely falling burning droplet for a low vapor pressure fuel, dodec-
ane. The fully enveloped diffusion flame around a droplet transitions
into a wake flame as the droplet accelerates under gravity due to for-
ward extinction. The wake flame is observed to be stabilized at the end
of the fuel vapor trail emanating from the droplet. With an increase in
Reynolds number, more fuel gets accumulated in the droplet wake,
elongating the vapor trail present downstream of the droplet. The
wake flame anchors itself to the end of the vapor trail and follows it as
the droplet falls. The wake flame is observed to be similar to a tribra-
chial laminar lifted flame. The different regimes have been identified
based on the wake flame behavior for different droplet diameters and
Reynolds number (Re). A new non-dimensional parameter (w) has
been proposed to account for the local balance between buoyancy and
momentum diffusion. This modifies the fuel availability at the flame
that governs the flame topological evolution with increasing Reynolds
number. The flame intensity is observed to show an increasing and
decreasing trend with an increase in Reynolds number, for w > 5:5
and w < 5:5, respectively, accompanied by the flame transition from
premixed to diffusion flame when the flame intensity increases and
vice versa for Re> 60. This change in flame intensity with Reynolds

number is attributed to the change in fuel mixture fraction at the
flame. A theoretical formulation has been proposed, which suggests
that the fuel availability at the flame depends on the fuel flow rate in
the vapor stream. The momentum diffusion from the surrounding gas
phase dictated by the velocity gradient across the shear layer influences
the fuel flow rate. This is found to be in good agreement with the
experimental data in predicting the flame transitions. It also accounts
for the effect of droplet diameter on the flame behavior both qualita-
tively and quantitatively with good precision. The non-dimensional
parameter ðwÞ indicates the tendency of the transition to diffusion
flame for the corresponding droplet size.

Furthermore, flame shedding/pinch-off events occur for w > 9
at higher Reynolds number. The flame puffing/shedding or pinch-off
events resulting in temporary spikes in the flame intensity are caused
by the interaction of wake flame with the Von Karman vortex street.
This is evident as the shedding frequency is observed to be half of the
BVK vortex shedding frequency as the flame interacts with each
Bernard–Von Karman vortex eye on either side of the vortex street.
The shedding height (h) is used to characterize the flame shedding.
Interestingly, the shedding height reduces with increase in frequency
and is in good agreement with the theoretical scaling of buoyant flick-
ering f flame �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g=h

p
, even for the droplet wake flame involving high

velocity scales. The shedding height is also observed to decrease with
an increase in Reynolds number. This is because the buoyancy-
induced circulation build-up in the system is faster and reaches the
critical value at shorter heights due to higher flow velocity scales.
Hence, it can be inferred that for high Reynolds number, the vortex
roll-up and critical circulation mechanism is responsible for flame
puffing/shedding events in the case of the droplet wake flame as well.
The parameter (w) has given insights into the interplay between buoy-
ancy and momentum diffusion even in a high Reynolds number
regime, which affects the flame shedding phenomenon.
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